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The Lewiston Post Office is located in the commercial/business center of this 
medium sized city, one block east of the main commercial thoroughfare, Route 196 - 
Lisbon Street, which runs parallel to the old industrial mills along the 
Androscoggin River. The river separates Lewiston from Auburn, the country seat. 
In addition to its industries, Lewiston is home to the Bates College campus, 
approximately 3/4 mile northeast of the Post Office.

The immediate neighborhood contains a diverse grouping of buildings of varying age, 
scale, materials, height, architecture and use. These include small scale wood 
residences and clubs. (El,ks, Knights of Columbus); large scale masonry structures 
(a four-story brick telephone company and a six-story bank building); historic 
buildings (a granite public library); contemporary buildings (a one-story granite 
courthouse); as well as a variety of commercial and office buildings.

The block to the rear of the Post Office features a large City Park Area. The 
Post Office itself faces a large municipal parking lot occupying a number of blocks 
and appears to be the result of an urban renewal project.

The Post Office building is basically rectangular in plan and consists of a 
two-story front portion surrounded by one-story wings at each side and to the 
rear. The first floor features the public lobby along the front main portion of 
the building. The workroom behind extends around the right end of the lobby. The 
Postmaster's offices occupy the left end of the lobby, with the original mailing 
platform off of the workroom behind, facing Middle Street. The newer, narrow mail 
platform extends, from the back .of the workroom to the adjacent building, with its 
loading area also facing Middle Street and a blank brick wall facing a private 
parking area on Park Street. An open stair from the lobby leads /up to a second-story 
double loaded corridor above the lobby and part of the workroom. The basement level 
houses the boJLler ;room, storage and supply rooms and the carrier's-swing room and 
toilets.

The structure is steel frame with concrete slab floors and masonry walls. The 
basic exterior materials are red brick laid in a common bond with stone trim and 
wood double hung windows. The main two-story facade on Ash Street has broad stone 
steps leading up to the three central arched entrance openings to the lobby. A 
metal light standard supports a round globe on each side wall of these steps. The 
facade is divided into nine bays by brick pilaster columns rising from the stone 
base of the building to carved stone capitals which support a stone architrave, 
stone cornice and brick parapet wall running around the flat second story roof. 
The parapet is formed of brick above the pilasters with nine balustrade sections 
of turned stone balusters above each bay, and all topped with a stone coping. At 
the second story, 6/6 double hung, windows are centered in the brick wall of each 
bay directly below the stone architrave. A stone sill runs past each window to the 
brick pilasters on each side. The three bays on each side of the three center 
entrances at the first level consist of brick arched openings, each containing a 
fan light over a pair of 4/4 double hung windows with stone spring blocks and a 
stone sill.
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The Lewiston Post Office represents an excellent example of a Colonial Revival design 
with strong classical elements and is typical of the style used for the vast 
majority of post office buildings designed both by private architects and within the 
Office of the Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department during the 1930's. 
This style was meant to be symbolic of both America's past and her future progress, and 
increasingly became the Architectural symbol of the Federal Government. While design 
policy continued to be governed by economic considerations through standardization 
of plans and details, there was a renewed effort during the early years of the 
depression to create buildings symbolic of government strength and ideals, to 
expose the local population to great works of architecture, and to represent the 
government's efforts to restore economic health to the local area. Despite the 
requirements of basic practical standards, wide latitude was left :for architectural 
innovation and ingenuity in the treatment of the exterior facade and public lobby, 
accounting for the similarities as well as the uniqueness of each Post Office.

Under the Federal'Employment Stabilization Act of 1931, two hundred sixty^seven (267) 
staff members were added to the Supervising Architect's office, increasing the work 
force to almost eight hundred (800). The Lewiston Post Office would appear to have 
benefited from the attention given to its rich architectural detail and ornamentation. 
The building stands as a strong architectural statement in a surrounding of 
unorganized urban architectural elements and continues to evoke the Federal Presence 
and an important period of history for the local population.
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The three central entrance arches are framed in stone with a sculptured broken 
pediment above each door featuring a marble field behind.

All arched openings are trimmed with a stone keystone block extending vertically 
to support a sculptured stone fret band running between pilasters.

The flanking one story wings almost read as additions and are simpler in treatment, 
consisting of a stone base and one brick arch opening with stone spring blocks and 
keystone, containing a brick panel with a 6/6 double hung window with stone sill 
and brick soldier course lintel. A narrow stone cornice topped by a brick parapet 
wall with a ... stone coping conceals the flat roof behind. Turning the corners to the 
side streets, Middle and Park, the same treatment continues with three arched 
openings on each elevation. On Park Street, the building then sets back to the work 
room wall elevation with the same pattern continuing. The Middle Street elevation 
steps back to the mailing platform. The 1975 addition of a mailing platform at 
the rear of the workroom is well placed so as not to affect the basic building 
appearance.

The public lobby represents an ambitious design effort and appears to be substantially 
in its original state except for the replacement of the original lighting with modern 
fluorescent panels, and the extension of the right end to form a box lobby (in place 
of original service windows) . The basic elements consist of a checkered pattern 
terrazzo floor with marble borders, glazed wood panelled vestibule, marble wainscot, marble 
door casings and pediment, marble free standing columns and engaged columns of the 
Corinthian Order, plaster walls with glazed wood windows in the arched openings over 
the service windows and original bronze boxes. The ceiling is formed of decorative 
moulded plaster panels. The design of the lobby reflects the nine bays of the exterior 
facade.

The decorative ornamental stonework, moulded plaster, etc. was the work of 
R.A. Mathew, Sculptor, Washington, D. C.
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